The theory of concept lattice is approached from the view of formal logic. In this paper, we present a new relationship between concept lattice and lattice-valued logic for dealing with uncertainty linguistic information conveniently. We give the definition of δ − degree linguistic truth-valued concept lattice and linguistic many-valued context according to the concrete linguistic information and establish linguistic truth-valued context with the help of lattice implication algebra. On the basis of this, we discuss the completeness of the set of δ − degree concepts in accordance with the defined Galois connection and do further research on the properties of δ − degree linguistic truth-valued concept lattice.
Introduction
Concept lattice introduced by Rudolf Wille [1, 2] has been a topic of interest for about two decades. As a powerful formal tool for data organization and data analysis, concept lattice is very important both in theories and actual applications, and has been widely and successfully used in many fields. Bivalent-logic-based concept lattice originates from single-valued context, and with the development of concept lattice (reference [4] ), many researchers have discussed extended concept lattice originated from many-valued context. However, there exist two shortcomings in extended concept lattice: (1) only with the help of bivalent logic, many-valued context must be transformed into single-valued context, that is to say, transforming extended concept lattice into classical concept lattice for dealing with relevant problems; (2) the type of many-valued context mainly involves pure numerical values, which strain the variety of information, especially linguistic information. As everyone knows, in intelligent information age, linguistic information process is absolutely necessary. Therefore, this paper proposes the theory of lattice-valued-logic-based concept lattice in order to resolve comparable and incomparable linguistic information on the basis of reference [5] . In Section 2, we give an overview of bivalent-logic-based concept lattice and lattice implication algebra. In Section 3, we introduce the notions of linguistic many-valued context and linguistic truth-valued context as an extension and development of classical formal context and thus present a transformation method between them. Mathematical properties of lattice-valued-logic-based concept lattice are discussed in Section 4, where we show that the set of α degree concepts in a given universe forms a complete lattice. Concluding remarks are presented in Section 5.
Preliminaries

Bivalent-logic-based concept lattice
In Bivalent-logic-based concept lattice theory, the single-valued context is defined as a set structure ( ) [1, 2] .
In classical concept lattice, for every attribute, we only care whether it has value or not. However, in the process of data analysis, there are more situations about the relation between objects and attributes which can not easily use the relation "object has or doesn't has some attributes" for describing.
Lattice implication algebra
be a bounded lattice with an order-reversing involution ′, I and O the greatest and the smallest element of L respectively, and a mapping. If the following conditions hold for any x, y, z∈L:
α ∈ be a family lattice implication algebras, where
, binary operations and an unary operation ˊon A are defined as follows:
, , 
Linguistic truth-valued context
In many actual applications, for example, evaluating the synthesize quality of students and the property of cars and so on, people are fond of directly using such linguistic forms as "best", "better" or "bad", etc. According to different linguistic information, the corresponding linguistic many-valued context will be constructed.
But the established linguistic many-valued context will not provide possibility for seeking formal concepts and structure analysis of concept lattice because of the complexity of linguistic information. Therefore, it is necessary to research some characteristics of the linguistic many-valued context and find solutions for this problem.
In linguistic many-valued context , for physical dimensional attributes, we should combine the set of attributes with the linguistic assessment variables appropriately. 
there exists a defined operationˊ:
, where every [ , ] v v is a linguistic assessment variable-pair with the practical meanings on the linguistic 
(1) the set of modifiers n ={a L 1 , a 2 , ..., a n }is called the lattice implication algebra with modifiers denoted by n which is defined on the chain a L 1 < a 2 < … < a n if its implication is Lukasiewicz implication; (2) the set of meta truth values MT={True (Tr for short), false(Fa for short)}={b 1 , b 2 } is called a meta linguistic truth-valued lattice implication algebra (of course a Boolean algebra) defined on the chain Fa<Tr, if its operation "′ " is defined as: Tr′ =Fa and Fa′ =Tr, the operation "→" is defined as →: MT×MT→MT x→y = x′∨y
where G is the set of objects, 
, there is at most one linguistic truth value ( , ( )
We can sum up the main points of the above definitions as follows:
Step 1: analyzing the characteristics of the linguistic information and selecting a linguistic truth-valued implication algebra L n×2 =L n ×L 2 ;
Step 2: providing the set Then we will get the following table 2: 
Linguistic truth-valued concept lattice Definition 7
In a linguistic truth-valued context
, for a set of objects A G ⊆ , a set of
[ , ] [ , ] , , , ,
Galois connection between the power sets of and
, , , 
